Special Seminar
Lessons for Education Development from East Asia: Growing Smarter
Organised by the NEQMAP Secretariat at UNESCO Regional Bureau for Education in Asia and the Pacific

Presentation files:

1. Education for Development: Lessons from East Asia by Dr. Harry Patrinos (World Bank)
2. Two comments on “Growing Smarter” by Mr. Moritz Bilagher (UNESCO Bangkok)
3. WB’s Growing Smarter: Insights from the SEAMEO Secretariat by Dr. Ethel Agnes P Valenzuela (SEAMEO)

Video recording:

- [https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cZQAnqP7ZV578G7WdoRBe4TAK5jauHWe](https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cZQAnqP7ZV578G7WdoRBe4TAK5jauHWe)